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?
A little heavy?
Here's how to avoid
dreaded...
By Monica Frost
REPORTER

lie myth of gaining the 'freshman 15' is proving to be true, according to a recent study conducted at Cornell University.
The combination of'all-you-can-eat' cafeterias plus late-night snacks high in fat content are contributing lo the weight gain of college students, specifically college freshmen, across the country
The study was conducted by lead researcher David A. lx'vitsky, I'll. D, a professor of nutritional sciences and psychology at Cornell University.
"Significant weight gain during the first semester of college is a real phenomenon." lx-vitsky said.
The study weighed GO (jirnell freshmen — 85 percent of whom were girls — at the beginning of the
semester and then weighed them again 12 weeks later. Students also completed questionaires about
their sleeping, eating and exercising habits.
The study found that the average weight gain for students was about one-half pound per week. This
fraction of a pound is almost 11 times more than 17 and 18 -year -olds should normally gain. Students
also consumed an estimated 174 more calories than they burned in one day.
Twenty percent of the students' weight gain was attributed to the large portions offered by dining
halls and another 20 percent was attributed to high-fat snacks and junk food.
Laurie I lakes, a sophomore and early-childhood education major, remembers the transition from
home to the University and how her eating habits changed. "It's harder to eat healthy when you are
away from home because no one is looking over your shoulder," Hakes said. "You can eat what you
want, when you want."
I lakes said students are also more tempted to snack while watching TV or studying because of the
accessibility of food in the dorms.
I lakes heard of the freshman 15' before she came to school and tried to work out as much as possible.
"Running helped me relieve a lot of stress, and I also tried to get friends involved in exercising to keep
me motivated." Hakes said.
Doug lackson is the owner of Personal Fitness Advantage, a personal training company in Bowling
Green. lackson said there are steps to take to avoid falling into the freshman 15' trap.
"First, students need to be aware that weight gain can happen to them. Second, they need to maintain and control! their stress level," lackson said. "Third, students need to develop a realistic exercise
program including cardiovascular exercise, such as jogging, and strength-training and flexibility exercises, such as lifting weights."
lackson said food selection in the dining halls is also important. Foods such as hamburgers, pizza and
hot dogs have more refined carbohydrates and saturated fats and are more likely to increase fat storage
and harm one's cholesterol profile.
"I don't think dining halls should be let off the hook." lackson said of their food selections. "But I do
believe the choices lie with the individual."
lackson said dining halls supply foods high in carbohydrates and fat content because that is what students demand.
Alcoholic beverages are also a contributor to the 'freshman 15'. according to lackson. Alcoholic beverages contain excess calories and can harm one's proper hormone levels, lackson said excessive drinking also decreases testosterone levels in males and females and increases cortisol levels, which increases fat storage in the body.
lackson warned, however, for students not to take the study to the opposite extreme and consume
too-few calories.
"Too many students create life-long health problems because of eating disorders." lackson said. "An
extremely low-calorie diet is a sure plan for failure."
lackson said the key to lifelong health is a proper combination of moderate exercise and a moderate
amount of a wide variety of foods.
Editor's Note: lackson hasa free online newsletterandmanualthatfurtherdiscuss thethe freshman 15'
at douffs'iiersonalfitnessadi wttaije.com

Students now have access to Weight Watchers
By Leigti Ann MacKenzie
PULSE REPORTER

Students at the University
that are trying to lose weight
and get fit are now receiving
help from the school. The
Bowcn-Thompson
Student
Union Multicultural lounge is
currency holding meetings for
the Weight Watchers at Work
Program.

"Weight Watchers is a plan
designed around nutrition, portion control and healthy eating
habits," said a representative of
the National Weight Watchers
Program.
The program is based on a
point system awarded to foods
based on their calorie, fiber
gram and fat content. Bach participant is given a maximum

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

point value they cannot exceed
each day.
There is also a moderate
exercise program involved,
including walking activities,
abdominal exercise and weight
training.
Weight Watchers at Work is
managed just like the regular
program, except that registration for a particular amount of

SATURDAY

'

weeks is required. Rosa Hanco.
the program's coordinator,
heard about the Weight
Watchers at Work Program
through a co-worker and contacted the area representative
to find a team leader to guide
the meetings.
"The team leader provides
motivation and assists participants in reaching their goal,"
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was $ 161. due in full upon registration.
BGSU is also helping students get a little exercise
through its I.unchtime Walkers
program. The Fppler South
track will he open to walkers
Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays from 11:30 a.m.-l:00
p.m. to anyone wanting some
afternoon exercise.

Hanco said. The leader is often
someone who has successfully
lost weight through die Weight
Watchers Program.
Although registration is
closed for the semester, a new
program will begin in lanuary.
"We will continue hosting
meetings as long as there are
participants," Hanco said. The
price for this past fall's program
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Suggestions offered at roundtable
By Carrie WhitaKer
M1K1GIKG EDITOR

The tension has been building
for on campus students in
regards to the implementation of
Flexfunds, a restriction of the
amount of money spent in the
Union. But last night a group of
students and administrators met
to talk about possible suggestions
to better the situation.
Gail Finan, director of Dining
Services and Linda Newman,
executive director of Residence
Life and Dining Services, led the
round table discussion. They said
Dining Services is welcoming
ideas from students.
"We can gripe all night about
Flexfunds," Newman said.
"Suggestions are what we came
for."
Administrators do sympathize
with students, Finan said.
"We feel your pain," she said.
"We plan on fixing things."
And with those comments the
suggestions came flowing out of
the 30 students present at the discussion.
Because the minimum meal
plan only allows S75 to be spent
at the Union, many students said

they want more options at the
residential hall dining centers.
Shelley Bylica, a senior, said she
is very health conscious and feels
vegetarian food is hard to find.
"The quality is not where it has
been in the past." Bylica said. "For
me it is not the question of where
I can eat, but what can I eat?"
In response to this suggestion,
both Newman and Finan said
they would talk to the different
people in the dining halls in order
to offer healthier food, including
fresh produce and wheat pasta.
Many students, including
senior Matt Lyons, want a coffee
shop outside of the Union
because coffee at The Carnation
CaK is included in Flexfunds.
Lyons proposed opening a coffee
and light sandwich shop in
Olscampllall.
Student support for this idea
was high and Newman and Finan
said they would look into it.
Many students asked if places
like Towers, Silver River Cafe\ the
GT Sandwich Shop and Shadows
Snack Bar would be reopened
Finan announced that Shadows
and the GT Sandwich Shop

would be open when students
return from fall break on Oct. 13.
Other suggestions included
making the Black Swamp Pub
into an Internet cafe1 and allowing
regular meal plan dollars to work
at the Bowling Greenery.
Also, the status of current
negotiations with Subway and
Starbucks was discussed.
According to Finan, the deal
with Subway is almost complete
and administrators hope to have
it running in Commons when
students begin spring semester
this year.
Negotiations with Starbucks
arc in preliminary stages, Finan
said.
But even if Dining Services purchases franchises from Subway
and Starbucks, money will not
necessarily come rolling in,
Newman said.
"There just isn't a lot of money
to make in dining services,"
Newman said. "We have to balance a budget ... we felt
Flexfunds would have the least
Eric FtiWBG tews
impact on all students. But we arc ROUNDTABLE: Last night in room 308 of the Union, administrators and students discussed issues
always listening for more pertaining to the current state ot Dining Services. Administrators present were Executive Director of
options."
Residence Life Linda Newman (center, speaking) and University Dining Services Director Gail Finan.

Chong busted on
paraphernalia charge
One half of the
fomer Cheech and
Chong duo was
arrested for
conspiracy to sell
drug
paraphernalia.
KerlhSllkoclcAPPtiolo

BUSTED: Tommy Chong reacts to his sentencing tor conspiring to sell drug paraphernalia in Federal
Court in Pittsburgh. Chong was sentenced to nine months in jail and lined $20,000.

Want to filter your email messages and be able to

REMOVE SPAM &
OFFENSIVE
CONTENT?
This will tie possible lor BGNet accounts beginning Thursday, October 9th. An upgrade
will provide a new Interface lor webMall and will Introduce the Intelligent Inbox.

THE INTELLIGENT INBOX

By Dan Nephm
I HE ASS0CIA1CD PRESS

PITTSBURGH — Tommy
Chong, who played one hall of
the dope-smoking duo in Ihe
"Cheech and Chong" movies,
asked for leniency from a judge
yesterday hut was sentenced to
nine months in prison for tonspiring to sell drug paraphernalia.
Chong's attorneys argued for
DO jail time, saying the actor and
comedian would use his celebrity to become a role model
against drugs and would dedicate his life to public service.
I he 65-year-old apologized to
the court and his family, saying
he "got carried away" with his
movie character. He admitted
once having "a drug problem
with marijuana" but said he beat
it by redirecting his energy to
salsa dancing.
"It's a latin American dance
that'sawesome." Chong told U.S.
District Judge Arthur I. Schwab

before the judge imposed the
sentence, which included a
$20,000 fine.
Chong said he's been working
with youth groups, leaching
filmmaking and speaking
against drug use.
When they saw thai I was not
the character that I played in the
movies, they were surprised.
Some were disappointed,"

Chong said
But Assistant U.S. Attorney
Mary lloughtun said Chong
grew wealthy glamorizing drug
use and trivializing law enforcement in his films of (he late 1970s
and early '80s, lloughton also
said Chong used the movie persona to promote his catalog and
Internet business.
Chong admitted that his company which operated as Chong
Glass and employed 25 glass
blowers, sold some 7,500 bongs
and pipes until Feb. 14, when
federal dnig agents raided his
California home and business.
Authorities also seized about a
pound of marijuana.
Richard G. Hirsch, one of
Chong's
attorneys,
urged
Schwab not to punish the actor
for his films. "The government is
asking you to blur the distinction
between reality and satire," he
said.
Chong's attorneys said the
actor already has been pun-

is a powerful tool that will allow BGNet email users server-level mailbox filtering
(allowing filtering of items such as SPAM and offensive content), a vacation
notice feature, mail forwarding and mail blocking feature. These features are
available for each BGNet account and are disabled until each user learns about
the features and enables each feature to their own specification.
Sessions to learn about these new capabilities are being altered. Ml (acuity, stall, and
students are encouraged to attend:

DEMONSTRATION SESSIONS
In these sessions, the Intelligent Inbox and the WebMall upgrade will be
demonstrated. The sessions will be held in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Theatre. No registration Is required.
9/15- Monday @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
9/19- Friday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
9/22- Monday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
9/25- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
9/30- Tuesday @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10/2- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

HANDS-ON SESSIONS
These sessions will be held in labs, allowing those In attendance to try out the
new WebMall Interface and Intelligent Inbox. Registration is required for these
sessions and each session Is limited to 20 participants. Registration for a
session may be made by contacting ITS via Sharon Snirkey at 419-372-2911 or
shirkey2@bgnet.bgsu.edu
9/15- Monday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Hayes 126
9/16- Tuesday @ 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. in Moore Musical Arts108
9/17- Wednesday @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. in Olscamp 207
9/18- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Math Science 241
9/23- Tuesday @ 10:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m. in Technology 247D
9/24- Wednesday @ 2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. in Olscamp 207
9/25- Thursday @ 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. in East Hall 115
9/28- Friday @ 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. in Hayes 126
9/29- Monday @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Psychology 103
9/30- Tuesday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Olscamp 207
10/1- Wednesday @ 9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m. in Hayes 126
18/2- Thursday, @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Education 213

2002-2003 University Dining Services Outstanding Student
Leader Scholarship Award Winners (From Left to Right),
Jaclyn Broerman, Colleen Busboom, Bradley Ike, Melissa
Griener and (Not Pictured) Emily Giaimo.

ished: Hie case cost him a recurring role on the Fox sitcom "That
'70s Show" and a planned
reunion movie with Cheech
Matin, with whom he co-starred
in comedies including "Up in
Smoke" and "Nice Dreams."
Along with the fine, Chong
must forfeit more than $103,000.
1 le'll also be on probation for a
year after his release. The business, though defunct, was
placed on probation for three
years and its Internet domain
name must be relinquished to
federal authorities, along with
any remaining paraphernalia.
Chong was allowed to remain
free until federal prison officials
tell him in a few weeks where to
report to prison. He pleaded
guilty May 13 to conspiring to
sell drug paraphernalia and
pleaded guilty on behalf of his
business.
The plea came after federal
Drug
Enforcement
Administration agents bought
his paraphernalia and had the
items shipped to an undercover
business in Beaver Falls, northwest of Pittsburgh. Agents also
confiscated his company's wares
during raids of "head shops" in
several states and confiscated
"thousands of marijuana bongs
and pipes" in a raid of his
Ciardena, California, business.

TEDS
C0TTLD
BE
YOU!

UNI VEBSITY DININCJ SEB VICES
IS NOW fflMNQ FOB FALL 2003.
S1.000 scholarships - Last year, five S1.000 scholarships were awarded
to student employees.
Flexible hours to fit around class schedules.
One of the highest starting wages for students on campus
Opportunities for advancement and longevity pay increases
The chance to meet people and become a part of the campus community.

For more information, contact or stop by the dining center of your choice or D#"5 QI
apply online at http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/dining/employment.htm
SWI^SERVICES
Bowling Green Slate University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer 9/03
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SIX LOCAL BANDS TO PERFORM TONIGHT ON CAMPUS

CAMPUS

CRU, a Christian organization on campus, is hosting
Bandjam 2003 today from 4 p.m. until dark on the
Saddlemire lawn. Local bands to perform include: The
Rubber Band, Yesterday's Flight, Solrise, Juffage, Fuse and
The Heroics. Partially sponsored by Pepsi, free drinks and
food will be provided. Tattoos will also be given on site.

CHALKING GONE TOO FAR?

get a i:fe
^^^^^^^
^^■^^

rhe calendar of events is taken from
hltpL/'cvcnts.bpu.ulu
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International Education, The
Pathway to Professional
Development
The presenters will discuss
their experience with international education and provide
pointers for students interested
in going abroad at any point in
their career path (undergraduate, post-BA, graduate, midcareer, etc.). They also will
address issues of specific relevance to women in international education
Presenters: Dr. Kristy Foell,
German & International
Studies and Heather Morano,
French.
107 Hanna Hall

10 a.m. I p.m.
T.L Solien
Dorothy liber Bryan
Gallery
10 am.-4 p.m.
Through the Needle's Eye
Willard Wankelman Gallery
10 am.-4 p.m.
ANO Promotion
Sponsored by Anime.
Union Lobby

10 am.-5 p.m.
Delta Zeta Raffle
Delta Zeta will be raffling off
tickets for the BGSU/OSU
game.
Union lx>bby

6 -9 p.m.
Chinese Moon Festival
Mid-autumn Celebration
sponsored by the Chinese
Student Si Scholars
Association.
Union
Multipurpose Room

Noon-3 p.m.
Musicians Guild Recruitment
Table
Union Lobby
I..': in p.m.
Women's Professional
Development Series:

[
SB

^H
^^^^^^

Service Meeting
375
Union
6 p.m.
Varsity BG Club Athletic Hall of
Fame Banquet
Sponsored by the Athletic
Department. For further information, call 419-372-401.
Union Ballroom
6 -10 p.m.
Callbacks for "The Laramie
Project."
For additional information call
419-372-2222.
loeEBrown Theatre-First Floor
University Hall
Enc Fertel BG Nevis

6-10 11. m.
Call Backs for "Tunes Square
Angel."
For additional information call
419-372-2222.
411 South Hall

EXPRESSION: Freedom of expression or hate speech? Discover the distinction; see Mondays issue of The
BG News

11 p.m.
UAO Movie: The Italian lob
206 Union

Gun law may be
considered at Utah

6 p.m.
Focus International Worship

Revisitation of law frees man
By Michelle Orris
(U-WIRE) MADISON, Wis. —
With the help of University of
Wisconsin Law School staff and
faculty, a man who was charged
in 1985 with attacking a female
jogger was freed yesterday.
Steven Avery, age 43, has served
18 years of a 32-year sentence for
allegedly attacking a woman in
Two Rivers, Wis., convicted by the
testimony of one eyewitness.
He pleaded not guilty to the
charges, and the UW-run
Innocence Project confirmed his

plea by lobbying for two years
that Wisconsin detectives retest
evidence collected from the
crime scene for Avery's DNA.
When the Wisconsin State
Crime Laboratory tested hairs
gathered from the crime scene,
they found that the DNA did not
match Avery's and matched
another man currendy serving
jail time for a similar crime committed in 1985.
Avery is the first individual
released by a new Wisconsin law
allowing lawyers to revisit evi-

By Katie Rasmussen

dence not previously tested for a
criminal's DNA.
UW law professor and attorney
for the case, Keith Findley,
worked with UW law students to
seek the case's revisitation.
"This case highlights, once
again, that the criminal-justice
system in this country, and in this
state, is a flawed system, capable
of making grievous mistakes,"
Findley said in a statement
released Wednesday. "Avery lost
18 years of his life that he will
never be able to recover."

(U-WIRE) LOGAN, Utah —
There is currently not a gun policy at Utah State University, but
the idea may be revisited now
because of the recent ruling on
the University of Utah's gun policy.
U of Us policy prohibits students, faculty and staff on campus from carrying guns, even if
they have a concealed weapons
permit, according to a Deseret
Morning News article. U of U
President Bernie Machen says
the policy is necessary for providing a safe teaming environment.
Third District Court Judge

"It's really an insult to students. Students here are adults,"
he says.
Huntzinger says the guns are
already on campus and they are
not a problem. Most of the people carrying a gun are responsible individuals, he says.
Gabriel White, a senior in
political science and the chairperson
of
the
College
Republicans, says he is disappointed with the ruling but he
doesn't think the issue needs to
be addressed at USU.
"You could wind up having a
policy and having it stir up a
bunch of opinions either way for
nothing," he said.

Robert K. llilder has ruled In
favor of U of Us policy. He says
state laws do not prohibit U of U
from making regulations dealing
with weapons on campus.
The ruling could eventually
lead to USU re-evaluating
whether or not it should have a
gun policy. University Counsel
Craig Simper says USU is watching the issue, but does not intend
on making any decisions regarding a policyr until court appeals
are finished in the U of U case.
Craig Huntzinger, President of
Students
of the
Second
Amendment, says most members of his organization are
against the policy.

Church Directory
Fall 2003

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Worship Times
9:I5'Tradihonal
Service
IO:30-Sunda\ School
11:30-Contempuraiy
Service
2110 North Summit Street
Bowing Green. Otuo 4 W02-2527
Phone4l9.333.W1l
Fax 419-353-51«1
E-mail Uimiy^Dttcneioflj
Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

w

r—

Vineyard
Church
in Bowling Green

demonstrating passion for God &
compassion for people..

sunqay
9:10 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

fellowship
worship

*** Peopie
rcai
friends
re
*l faith!
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Dayspring Assembly of Qod
17560 N Dixie Hu> • Just North of the Woodland Town Center
Free Transporiattun AcailaWe, call Pastor Pete at 419-352-0672
College link: www.dayspringasiembly.orgJcoUege.htm
"His Presence, Our Purpose"

Sunday @ 10:30 am
meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere
1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419 686.8117

n AlliciiK c

©
©

I I

Hus vsti-i church as usual

Sunday Morning Worship Senices
■ 8:30am & 10:30am
Monday fcYt'iiing Fresh Encounter
- 7:00pm

iyspnng

Come and See...
Saturday Worship
with Communion
each Saturday
evening
5:00 p.m '

Sunday Worship
8:30 & 1100 am

Vibrant Worship, relevant teaching,
lasting friendships, casual atmosphere
SUNDAY SERVICE > 10AM OlSCAMP HAIL, RM 115
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 4iJ.354.22il

brookside
EVANGELICAL

FREE

CHURCH

Wednesday I
Night Praise ■
A Contemporary
Celebration
7:00 p.m.

College
Bible Study
& Worship
Monday
9:00 ptr

315 S. College Drive - 3 blocks south of campus
(419) 3S3-9305 or 3S3-667S
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
Rev. Dale L. Schaefer • Rev. Chris Young

%

-■■■-■■■-

\
EfifK£#§96K*ii3f
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QCOTKIMHOTK
"Anyone can become angry — that is easy, but
to be angry with the right person, to the right
degree, at the right time, for the right purpose,
and in the right way — that is not easy."
ARISTOTLE
(himousquiXes com)

OPINION

Roundtable participants: conduct appreciated
BRAVO!
All 30 students present at last
night's roundtable discussion
addressing University Dining
Services deserve a round of
applause—or maybe some nonHexfund food— for their professional conduct during the meeting with administrators.
Though the number of students that took advantage of the
opportunity wasn't impressive,
but their contribution was.
The discussion, sponsored by
USG's Organization Liason
Committee, incorporated con-

iriv

structive criticism and discussion
with Linda Newman, executive
director of Residence Life and
Gail Finan, director of University
Dining Services.
Concerns of the students'
included:
grievances
with
Flexfunds, more variety in residence hall dining centers, another coffee shop on campus and the
reopening of some of the facilities
that have been closed.
Complaining about tilings that
can't be changed at this point—
like the dollar amount of
Flexfunds in each meal plan—

weren't on the menu.
"We can gripe all night about
Flexfunds,"
Newman
said.
"Suggestions are what we came
for."
And suggestions is what they
got, in a professional and polite
manner.
Amid students' concerns,
Finan had good news which
addressed one of the night's topics.
When students return from fall
break they can expect to find
Shadows Snack Bar in Kreischer
and the GT Sandwich Shop in

IS TO THE EDITOR

Vision Group not
responsible for
offensive chalking
I'm sure by now many folks
have seen the artistic expression
displayed near the Student
Union and Education buildings
Many of the phrases include
things like "hug a queer," "hug a
dyke/fag" and "hug a brown/colored person." Thus, many may
have come to the conclusion that
a student organization that promotes education and awareness
of GLBT+ issues is responsible for
the chalking around campus.
However, Vision, BGSU's gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgendered,
queer, intersex, questioning and
straight supportive undergraduate student organization had
nothing to do with the chalking
of campus. While it is true that
the organization does promote
activism and education, the
improper usage of minority
slang is neither encouraged nor
promoted by the organization.
We regret that harmful, derogatory slang was used in such a
manner to offend people on this
campus or visiting this campus and that many of the terms used
were offensive and we hope that
whoever it was that did the
chalking would understand that.
We feel that it is important that
minority groups do unite in
order to promote awareness and
equality for all — and as a
GLBT+ organization, we feel that
issues of gender, sexuality and
sexual orientation do affect people across their life-span,
regardless of race, ethnicity, or
religious affiliation. Thus, one
could pull a positive message
from the terms induced to provide a positive message, "hug
someone/something" In a society ridden with anger, mistrust
and hate for anyone perceived
as "different'' by the dominant
culture, perhaps a reminder to

be kind to one another is in fact
needed!
Even so, we do not condone
the graffiti displayed on campus
nor the derogatory slang. No
group should actively encourage
and condone hate speech
toward one another. How can
we learn and grow if all we do is
slander one another?
IEANETTE BEAL
STUDENT

People just need
to sit back and
laugh sometimes
I'm like everyone else. I read
things all the time I don't necessarily agree with but I know better than to respond. My computer teacher told us that if you
try to delete spam, you end up
getting the exact opposite
response you were originally
going for and you'll end up with
even more of it. I guarantee
anyone who responded didn't
do anything except give Mr.
Sussman something to laugh
about. 1 know this because I
completely agree with him and
his article "Greek life is not really Greek" and got the biggest
kick out of the riot he has single
handedly caused by doing what
he is told to do. He is an opinion
columnist and he did nothing
more than write his opinion. I'd
like to ask Cassandra what opinion she has ever read that she
considers "true" I'd like her to
explain to me how an opinion
can be true while she's at it.
Other things I found that were
taken out of context: Matt never
said sororities were "resume
fillers." He said the Greek letters
were hard to understand. I le
also never said that Jewish or
gay people are stupid. He made
reference to something that has

come to be slang in our society.
Don't try to tell me it hasn't,
because I can't go one day without hearing something being
called "gay" in a derogatory
sense. Walk around with me
one day, I'll prove it.
I understand you were offended. I understand completely
how annoying and frustrating
tilings like this can be. But give
it up and laugh a little. How
do you get through life if you
can't laugh at things, especially
yourself? You've all done it,
every one of you that wrote in
has laughed at themselves at
least once already in your life.
It's a club. I don't take my ultimate frisbee team seriously
enough that I'd send hate mail
to someone opposed to it.
Everyone does something that
other people don't agree with. I
eat peanut butter and pickle
sandwiches for heaven's sake.
But I know everyone doesn't
think like me.
Not everyone enjoys the things
I do so I don't find it necessary
to reprimand them or tell them
they are wrong for thinking their
way instead of mine.
Try to remember that even if
the Greek organization is better
than other clubs, it is still, just a
club.
So the next time you come
across something that makes
you mad.think about it before
you respond to it. Laugh a little
people. Come on, I know you
can do it. you had to have
laughed at all of those "wonderfill memories'' you wrote about.
In conclusion, I'd like to tell
Mr. lustin Petitt that his
response was the funniest thing
I have ever read and he wins my
"Best Hate Mail Sent In
Response To This Article" award.
Well done lustin, well done.

McDonald open for business.
The tone and quality of the discussion was indeed noted by the
BG News. We were pleased with
what we saw not only from students, but from administrators as
well.
Not only were Newman and
Finan spotted listening to students, they were taking notes,
asking for further input and sharing their feelings on the issues
too.
"We feel your pain," Finan said.
"We plan on fixing things."
Our only hope now is that the

www.bgnews.com
For more information
contact The BG News
419-372-6968.

Constructive criticism and well
organized suggestions are always
welcomed by Dining Services.
You too can demonstrate the
University core value: "Pride in a
lob Well Done," through professional dialogue.
If you have the solution to
Dining Services woes, don't hesitate to contact those administrators who make the decisions that
affect you.
Or if you feel more comfortable, contact USG and let them
get the ball rolling.
But please, let's be professional.

Being a Resident
PLE
PEO
0NTHE STREET Advisor is beneficial
What is your
advice to avoid the
"Freshman 15?"

EVAN MANR0W
Columnist

MARC JOHNSON
SOPHOMORE,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
"Don't drink a lot of
beer."

BRITTANY GRIFFIN
SOPHOMORE,
PRE-NURSING

"Stay out of the
Union."

JUSTIN LOWRY
SENIOR, MIS

I know it seems way too early.
especially for you freshmen, but
it's already time to start talking
about next year.
In about two months we'll be
registering for spring classes,
but sooner still some of us will
need to start deciding about
next fall. Specifically, I'm referring to diose who wish to get
more involved with the campus
community and residence hall
life. It snuck up on us quick, but
on September 24, applications
for next year's Resident Advisors
will be available online.
Being a second-year Resident
Advisor from Kreischer
Compton-Darrow, I can definitely speak about the perks of
the job. For starters, being a RA
looks awesome on a resume for
any kind of job. There are no
companies or organizations
that don't want someone who
has experience building a
strong team, learning community or professional friendship.
Of course, you may be the
crazy leadership-seeking kind of
person who likes that stuff anyway, and doesn't care much for
resume-building. Suit yourself.
Now, here's the real reasons
to be an RA. For guys, first of all,
chicks dig guys widi "Resident
Advisor" plates on their door. I
won't even get into the logistical
advantage of having a room to
yourself and somehow there's
still something sexy about those
staff T-shirts. More great advantages to being a Resident

Advisor are the connections you
make through the job or in the
halls.
~ last year, I grew to know the
entire University Police force
manning the Quads on a firstname basis, and I no longer
have to resort to crying and baking cookies to get out of speeding tickets! More connections
are made through movers and
Shaken at the University; if I
have a problem with the
University, I have something
like eight bosses I can complain
to, starting downstairs with my
I lall 1 )irector and going as far
up the chain-of-command as
Linda Newman, the executive
director of the Office of
Residence life. Never has a
stacked bureaucracy been so
convenient!
More than connections
though, the best benefits to
being a RA are the friendships
you make along the way.
Connections are made starting with the interview process
all the way through training
next fall. You'll recognize faces
and make friends to keep for
the rest of your time here at
BGSl J. I mean, why buy friends
through Greek life when you
can get paid to have them as a
Resident Advisor?
So the bottom line for all you
freshmen is the following: go to
the info sessions this month,
apply next month, and attend
RA Carousel and schedule an
interview. The worst thing that
could happen is you find out
you're better off as a reclusive
residence hall hermit: and even
then, you've learned more
about yourself anyway.

"Stay on a liquid
diet."

NICH0LE R0MINSKI
STUDENT

Additional
submissions not
printed in today's issue
can be found
exclusively online at:

genuine interest, concern and
helpful attitudes demonstrated at
last night's discussion will carry
further than those notepads.
Obviously no one expects
Dining Services to be able to
please everyone, but we hope
that there will be a continued
concentrated effort to improve
this service on campus
What if you missed last night's
meeting? Or what if you hadn't
even heard that it was going to be
happening?
It's not too late to let your voice
be heard.

L0RNA SPRINGER
SENIOR,
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

"Drink diet pop and
eat sugarless gum."
wwwkrtcampus.com

www.krtcamptjs.com
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Tune in to 88.1 FM WBGU lo
catch all the action when the
Falcons take on Ijberty tomorrow at 6 p.m. Zach Baker and
Aaron Rund will provide the
play-by-play and commentary.
Ziggy Zoomba's prc-game
show begins at 5 p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Men's and women's
golf to host tourneys
THE BG NEWS

There will be plenty of golf
in BG over the next four days.
The women's team will host
the Falcon Fall Invitational
tomorrow and Sunday and the
men's squad will host the John
Piper Intercollegiate on
Monday and Tuesday.
Complete coverage next week.

Harriers host Mel Brodt
Annual home meet
to be held in honor
of former BG cross
country head coach
Mel Brodt. Alumni
visitors will be in
attendance.

Falcons
take on
CMU
andUC

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORES HE POREtR

By Kevin Shields
SPORES REPORTER

The women's soccer team hasn't quite gotten off to the start
they were expecting this
year.with bad luck in their first
four games of the season.
Whether it's injuries or missed
opportunities, the breaks haven't
been on the Falcons side with a
0-4 start to their year.
"I really feel as though wc
deserve a little bit of luck and
deserve to get some fruits from
all our labors," said Coach Andy
Richards.
Mis team welcomes in the
Central Michigan Chippevvas
this afternoon at Cochrane Field
for Ehe team's second conference
match.
The Chippewas come in with a
record of 1 -1 -1 on the season and
on a roll after beating a tough
Cincinnati team. It's a team that
is second in the conference in
goals against and has had either
freshmen or sophomores score 4
of the 5 goals they have on Ehe
year.
"Every game in the MAC is a
tough one and they don't come
any more difficult than Central,"
said Richards "They had a good
result last week at Cincinnati and
I'm sure they'll come in herewith

Ben Swinger BG Nevis

IN STRIDE: Two BG runners compete in last weekend's dual meet against Toledo. The Falcons
will compete in BG's annual Mel Brodt Invitational tomorrow.

The cross country team has
their first big meet on the horizon this weekend.
luckily for the Falcons, it
will be ran in their own back
yard here in Bowling Cireen
when the Falcons host the Mel
Unnli Invitational.
And coach Cami Wells
promises that excitement will
be in the air around the track.
"The excitement level fot
the Mel Brodt meet is always
very high." she said. "We have
a large number of alumni
return every year and a lot of
family support at our home
meets."
The Invite will host 14
teams that include the likes of
Cincinnati. Dayton, Ohio, and
the
Central
Michigan
women's team.
"We're looking forward Eo
facing Central Michigan and
Ohio," Wells said. "It is important for us to perform well
against other MAC schools as
we prepare for the conference rnpet."
For the women, it will be
the usual suspects leaditig
the team to the track, as team
captain Amber Gulp will lead
a strong women's team that
Wells hopes will provide the
Falcons with a long-awaited
Mel Btodt victory.
"On the women's side we

are looking for a team title."
she said. "It has been a number of years sirtce otir last Mel
Brodt team championship so
we have our sights set on
accomplishing that goal this
weekend."
And Wells is hoping for the
17 runners on the women's
team to turn in the same performance they showed last
week against Toledo.
"The women had a very
strong pack last week with
the top five runners finishing
Within 34 seconds of each
other" Wells said. "We will
need that type of team effort
again this week."
the men's team will have
different issties in mind as
they await news on the status
of team captain Mario
Hothmund, who has still not
received word from the
NCAA about his medical
hardship bid.
The team will also be
awaiting the paper work of
Vivien Briard.
Both Rothmund and
Briard will run if positive
news is sent their way.
As if medical hardship and
NCAA clearance isn't enough
to worry about, the Falcons
also have the race to be concerned about.
"This will be our first 8K for
the men's team this year,"
Wells said. "And the first 8K
for several of the freshmen."
The opening race for the
weekend is slated for 1:15
p.m. Saturday with the ttien
kicking off festivities with the
8K race. They will be followed at 2 p.m. by the
women, who will be running
a 5K race.
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BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
Ubby vbsheJI graces us with her presence this week.
the week before perhaps the biggest game in Bowling
Green's history. Some questions to ponder: How long will
Harris play? How many points will Liberty score? And
could Dan Gedney look any better in his picture? The
answers: One quarter, 3. no.

Liberty at
Bowling Green

Asst. Sports Editor

Volkyball/Softball

NC State
14-10
Close call last
week... better go
back to formula.

Ohio State
24-17
Bucks win another
heartwrenching
game.

N Carolina State
28-14
NC State is just a
little bit better than
San Diego State.

Ohio State
17-7
Last week was a
fluke.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Michigan
27-13
1 dislike both
teams...but
Michigan is better.

Michigan
31-17
1 can't believe I've
picked Michigan
twice in a row.

Michigan
21-7
The Irish can't pull
off a victory without
Touchdown Jesus.

Michigan
28-21
Michigan has too
many weapons.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Purdue
31-20
Purdue shows how
good BG really is.

Wake Forest
34-31
Wake takes advantage of a demoralized Purdue squad.

Purdue
35-0
The only real talent
from Wake now
plays for the Spurs.

Wake Forest
35-10
Wake Forest is the
sleeper of the ACC.

Pittsburgh
19-6
David Letterman
will be upset with
me.

Pittsburgh
42-20
Cardinals should at
least cover the
spread.

Pittsburgh
35-0
Pittsburgh wins big
and covers the 31
point spread.

Pittsburgh
28-7
Pitt is just better.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Ball State at Prediction
Score
No .12 Pittsburgh RamPIH 31 FAVORITE
Prediction
Score
Rant

MARSHALL 7 FAVORITE

RECORDS
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'
,

. ...*-.Ben Smngn BG New
UP THE MIDDLE: Falcon running back P.J. Pope carries the ball
against Purdue last weekend. BG faces Liberty on Saturday.

Gridders
face liberty
By Zach Baker
SPORES EDITOR

Marshall
49-45
Marshall does not
lose at home. Period.

Marshall
35-24
Leftwich, no
Leftwich, the Herd
is just plain tough.

Marshall
Marshall
14-0
21-10
Butchy Wallace runs It does not matter, BG
all over Toledo's
will beat both of
weak defense.
these teams.

9-3

10-2

8-4 (Reporter)

10-2 (Guest)
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After last week's thrilling 2726 win over Purdue, the football
team finds itself in between
high profile games.
With a showdown against
Ohio State in Columbus on the
horizon, Ehe Falcons will look Eo
maintain their focus tomorrow
evening against Liberty, a team
that was handled by MidAmerican Conference rival

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.C0M7SP0RTS

MMMnftKK*
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LIBBYVOSHELL
Bowling Green
63-3
Who's Liberty???

WAKE 1 FAVORITE

Toledo at
Marshall

CHRIS WILLIG
Reporter
Bowling Green
55-0
Harris for Heisman
T-shirt sales reach
an all-time high.

MICHIGAN 9.5 FAVORITE

Purdue at
No. 21 Wake Forest

Sports Editor

®

Bowling Green
73-7
Falcons deserve an
easy game between
Purdue and 0SU.

OHIO STATE 10 FAVORITE

No. 14 Notre Dame at
No. 7 Michigan

DAN GEDNEY

Bowling Green
64-3
GIVE ME LIBERTY
OR GIVE M£...uh... a
BG win.

Prediction
Score
Rant

NO LINE
No. 22 N. Carolina St. at
No. 3 Ohio State

0

ZACH BAKER

k* ■■*'

-..-■.-■.

Toledo, 49-3, last week.
Falcons head coach Gregg
Brandon said he wasn't concerned about a possible let
down against 1 jberty.
"It's pretty easy, you have to
show up every week and play,"
Brandon said. "If we play with a
full speed and limiE our errors,
we'll win."
FOOTBALL. PAGE 6
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Men's soccer travels to Florida
By Chris Willie
SPORIS R C FOR IE R

The Bowling Green men's soccer team, fresh off their 3-0 win
over Wisconsin Green Bay, is
ready to take part in their first
games away from home. The
upcoming road trip for the
falcons may not be hard to swallow considering their location.
The Falcons have two games in
Florida followed by two in fas

Vegas.
The falcons first stop on their
road trip has them taking part in
the Stetson Classic in Deland. Ila.
In (he tournament the falcons
are scheduled to take on Central
llorida on Friday and the host of
the
tournament,
Stetson
University, on Sunday.
The tournament in llorida will
really test the endurance of the
Falcons, who up to this point

have not competed in two games
in the same weekend. They will,
however, undoubtedly rely on the
mind boggling defense they haw
displayed in their first two games.
With two games under their belt
the falcons have yet to give up a
goal and have managed to

outscore their opponents 3-0,

The University of Central
llorida will be a real test for the
falcons. Central florid i is fresh

off a shutout of San Francisco on
Sunday and will be looking to
improve their record in this
weekends tournament.The4-1-1
squad has been more than
Impressive and arc also more
than used to the Florida heat that
will definitely be present while
the falcons are in Florida.
following Friday's game
against Central Florida the
falcons are scheduled to take on

host Stetson Sunday afternoon.
Stetson is currendy I -2 going into
the tournament and are hoping
to get back to .500 after their tournament.
After the Stetson Classic the
Falcons will travel across the
country to take part in the UNLV
Classic in Las Vegas. The tournament has the Falcons scheduled
for games on both the 19 and the
21 of the month.

Although the team will be traveling for almost an entire week it
will pay dividends for the young
Falcons, who are scheduled to
take pan in conference play at
the end of the month. The road
trip will also give the Falcons a
chance to see how they match up
against teams they do not often
see such as, UNLV, Central
Florida and San Diego State

"I'm a true believer that all players
should try to get their education. They
can only play pro football so long."
IIMPOPP, MONTREAL ALOUETTES

Clarett told to
stay at OSU
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Carlos Osora AP Ph'.j

BREAKING THROUGH: University of Michigan running back Chris Perry runs past the Houston defense during Michigan's win last weekend Perry leads the Wolverines against Notre Dame tomorrow in Ann Arbor. Mich.

UM-ND to renew rivalry
By Tom Coyne
rut ASSOCIAHO PRESS

SOUTH BEND, lnd. — Don't
look for a flea-flicker or fumblerooski when Notre Dame visits Michigan on Saturday.
The two winningest football
teams in college football history
tend to play the old-fashioned
way, especially against each
other.
And that's the way the players
want it.
"We're both kind of smashmouth teams," Irish safety
(ilenn F.arl said. "West Coast
teams, Pac-10 teams like to
spread you out. and use bubble
screens and all that riffraff,
learns like them and us like to
line up and just see who is

tougher, who is the better man."
The teams have been lining
up off and on since a few

Michigan students traveled to
South Bend in 1887 to teach the
game to Notre Dame students.
Though they don't play every
year, the rivalry is as intense as
any.
And with Michigan ranked
No. 5, and Notre Dame No. 15,
it's the biggest game this weekend.
In other Top 25 games
Saturday, it's Fresno State at No.
1 Oklahoma; Fast Carolina at No.
2 Miami; No. 24 North Carolina
State at No. 3 Ohio Stale; I lawail
at No. 4 USC; Arkansas at No. 6
Texas; Massachusetts at No. 7
Kansas State; No. 25 South

Falcons look to
change their luck
against UC and CMU
W. SOCCER. FROM PAGE 5

a lot of confidence and looking at
our results, thinking they can get
a great victory here."
The falcons will also host the
(:incinnati Bearcats this weekend
on Sunday in a non-conference
game.
Cincinnati will come in with a
record 2-2-1 on the season and
with one of the more talented
teams the Falcons will face this
year. They held the Falcons to
only 6 shots on goal last season in

a meeting the Bearcats won 20.
"They are a big scout and are
regularly ranked as one of the top
programs in Ohio," said Richards.
"They'll be a good scout for us
and help show us what we are
.made of right now."
filming into the weekend the
leading scorers for the Falcons
are Kristy Coppes with three
points, then Katie Piening and
Carrie Richards with two points
each.
The Falcons host Central
Michigan today at 4 p.m., then
host Cincinnati on Sunday at 1

p.m.

Carolina at No. 8 Georgia; and
Georgia lech at No. 10 Florida
State.
Also, it's Ball State at No. 11
Pittsburgh; Western Illinois at
No. 12 LSI); UNLV at No. 14
Wisconsin; Utah Stale at No. l(i
Arizona Slate; Washington Slate
at No, 17 Colorado; I'enn Slate at
No. 18 Nebraska; Florida A&M al
No. lit llorida; Purdue at No. 20
Wake forest; and No. 23 Iowa at
Iowa State.
Michigan coach Lloyd Carr
said the rivalry is fueled by the
bet thai the two programs are so
similar — offensively and defensively. The rivalry is intense, but
the teams have great regard for
each other.
"I definitely respect their style

of play," Farl said. "I like playing
them because you just roll up
your sleeves and it's kind of like a
fist fight"
The heavyweight matchup
Saturday will pit the Wolverines'
offense and Notre Dame's
defense. Michigan (2-0) leads
the nation in rushing at 367
yards a game and is second in
total offense at 575.5 yards a
game. The Irish (1-01 are 11th in
the nation In run defense, holding Washington State to 55 yards
in the opener.
"We are going to go out there
and try to establish the running
game," Michigan left guard
I fen id Bass said. "If we do that,
we will have a good chance to
put some points on the board."

COLUMBUS.
Ohio
—
Montreal Alouettcs general
manager |im Popp's team owns
the Canadian Football league
rights to suspended Ohio State
running back Maurice Clarett.
Yet Popp believes Clarett should
stay in school and weather his
season-long hiatus.
"I'm a tnie believer thai all
players should try to get dieir
college education," Popp said
Thursday, a day after Ohio State
announced Clarett would sit
out a season for violating NCAA
bylaws. "They can only play pro
football so long He needs to get
his degree. That's the best thing
that can happen to him."
The Alouettcs have the best
record in the CFL (9-2) and lead
their division by four and a half
games. Popp said he would not
try to lure Claren north of the
border — unless Clarett ran out
of options,
"The bottom line is this, if he
has any intent of giving up college — hires an agent and automatically becomes a professional — or it is deemed he can't
play in college anymore, if that's
the case then this organization
will wait for him to contact us,"
Popp said. "Not us contact
him."
Ohio State athletic director
Andy Geiger said Wednesday
that Clarett was guilty of 14 violations of the ethical-conduct
bylaw for lying to investigators
and two violations of receiving
preferential treatment or benefits because he is an athlete
The NCAA received the university's report Wednesday and
will review it. but will not comment on what it contains, NCAA
spokeswoman Kay Hawes said.
Alan C. Milstein, the Clarett
family attorney, said Claren. his
mother Michelle, other family
members and friends are stiU
contemplating what comes
next.
"It's clear what Ohio State has
done." Milstein said. "Now they
(the Claretts) have to make a
choice as to how to respond on
a number of levels. They will try
to decide what the next move
is."
Clarett's options include staying at Ohio State and anending

school while on scholarship,
awaiting the end of his suspension.
Coach lim Tressel said he
hoped that Clarett still could
practice with the defending
national champions this season
if he meets certain criteria off
the field and in class.
"As far as I know, he intends to
go to school. That's what he
says," Geiger said Wednesday.
"It doesn't start until September
24th. I can't predict the future.
I'm anticipating that he will."
Clarett could also ask to be
released from his Ohio State
scholarship to transfer to another school. I le would still have to
sit out the mandated suspension season at the least. If he
transferred to another Division
l-A school, he would also have
to sit out a transfer year. If he
transferred to a school in
Divisions I-AA, II or III, he
would not have to sit out the
transfer year.
Grambling coach Doug
Williams showed up at his
weekly news conference
Tuesday waving a No. 13 jersey
and joking about a Clarett transfer.
There has been some speculation that Clarett might be
interested in going home to
Youngstown to play college ball.
Tressel left perennial I-AA
power Youngstown State to
coach Ohio State. Youngstown
State is now coached by Ion
Heacock. brother of Ohio State
defensive line coach lim
Heacock.
"We cannot do anything in
any transfer situation until the
individual is admitted to
Youngstown State after getting a
release from his previous
school," Ion Heacock said.
"Then when our compliance
director tells me I can contact
dial individual or school, that is
when I can do so."
NCAA "tampering" rules prohibit directly or indirectly contacting an athlete who is
enrolled at another school.
Hawes said the NCAA would
have no comment on Doug
Williams' actions regarding
Clarett. Williams did not return
a phone message requesting
comment Thursday.

"They've got some guys that can do some damage. We need to look at Liberty and not
beyond them."
GREGG BRANDON, HEAD COACH

Gridders focused on Flames
FOOTBALL FROM PAGE 5

Brandon said there is reason
not to overlook Liberty.
"They've got some guys that
can do some damage, Brandon
said. ... We need to look at
Ijbcrty and not beyond them."
In two losses this season, the
flames have been outscored by
their opponents 97-15. The
team's most impressive player
on offense may lie fullback Dre
Barnes, who has rushed for a
total of 158 yards in the two
games.

At quarterback, Gus Condon
has started both games for
Liberty and is averaging 118
yards passing. He has thrown
two interceptions this season.
Defense has been a major
problem through Liberty's first
two games, as the defense has
yielded a combined 1,065 yards.
|osh Harris said that the
Falcons offense will not take the
flames lightly,
"You can't look past anybody,"
Harris said. I'm not thinking
about 3-0 because we are not 30,"

Harris will be looking for his
third consecutive strong game
tomorrow night against the
Flames. Through two games,
Harris has thrown for 622 yards
and rushed for 63.
So far the Falcons' defense has
been impressive this season,
limiting Eastern Kentucky to just
13 points, and coming up with
some key defensive stops in the
win over Purdue.
BG's defensive line has been
strong in particular eariy on, getting three sacks the first week of
the season against Eastern

Kentucky, and then helping to
hold the Boilermakers to under
100 yards rushing in last week's
game.
BG defensive lineman Matt
Leininger said it's important for
the line to continue its success.
The defensive line always
needs to improve because it's
the youngest of the group,"
Leininger said. "But we're starting to come together."
The game against Liberty
begins tomorrow at 6 p.m. at
Doyt Perry Stadium.
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TACO BELL ORDER TO PAY $11.8 MILLION
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP) — A federal judge has
ordered Taco Bell to pay an extra SI 1.8 million in interest
to two men who claim the chain stole their idea for an ad
campaign featuring a talking Chihuahua. The ruling filed
Thursday brings their total award to $41.9 million. Taco
Bell spokeswoman Laurie Schalow said the company
plans to appeal.

NATION

Hurricane Isabel gains strength
THE »$S0CIAlt[> PRESS

Richard Patterson JPP- i'

Hurricane Winds: Director of the National Hurricane Center, Max Mayfield briefs other government
agencies via a conference call on the status of Hurricane Isabel. Maximum sustained winds of
Hurricane Isabel have increased to near 150 kph.

MIAMI— Hurricane Isabel
intensified yesterday into an
extremely powerful Category 5
storm as it rolled westward across
the Atlantic.
Isabel's maximum sustained
wind speed began the day at 145
mph, but by 5 p.m. the winds had
grown to 160 mph with higher
gusts. A hurricane becomes a
Category 5, the top of the scale, if
its winds reach 156 mph.
The five-day forecast places
Isabel roughly 550 miles east of
Miami and closing in on the
Bahamas, should it maintain its
westward course. Forecasters
said they would know more
about the potential direction of
the storm late this weekend.
"The big question continues to
be what will happen beyond the
five-day forecast period," forecaster Richard Pasch said in an

Missourians are permitted
to carry concealed weapons
By David A. lieb
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JEFFERSON CITY, MO. —
lawmakers yesterday granted
most Missourians the right to
carry concealed guns, overriding
Gov. Bob llolden's veto and
reversing the outcome of a
statewide election on the issue
held four years ago.
Republican state Sen. Ion
Dolan, an Army public affairs officer, cast the deciding vote yesterday after being granted a lastminute request for military leave
from Guantanamo Bay. Cuba.
The Senate's 23-10 vote to override the veto just barely met die
required two-thirds majority. The
Mouse voted 115-43 Wednesday
to override the Democratic governor's veto.
Missouri becomes the 45th
state to allow concealed guns in
some fashion, although nine
sharply restrict permits, according to the National Rifle
Association.
The gun bill would allow
Missourians 23 and older to apply
to their county sheriffs for a permit to carry concealed guns.
Applicants would have to meet
several qualifications, and concealed weapons would be
banned from police stations,
schools, churches and day care
centers.
The fight to legalize concealed
weapons has been long and bitter
III Missouri. Lawmakers had
been rebuffed for years by
Democratic Gov. Mel Camahan
when they finally agreed to put
die issue to a statewide vote in
1999. The ballot measure — the
first ever in the nation on the
issue — was rejected by 52 percent of the voters, with strong
urban opposition overcoming
rural support.
Legislators passed a new bill
this May that was vetoed by
llolden, who cited the 1999 election as his reason.
"This is a complete disregard of
the citizens of the state of
Missouri," said Senate Minority
Floor Leader Ken lacob, a
Democrat, as the Republican-led
Senate overrode I lolden's veto.
But gun-rights advocates said
this year's bill was far more
restrictive than die 1999 measure
— setting the highest minimum
age in the nation and requiring
much more extensive fireanns.
marksmanship and safety training, among other things.
"I am absolutely convinced
that it is the safest bill that we are
ever going to have in this state,"
said Senate Majority Floor Leader
Michael Gibbons, a Republican
who switched sides on the issue.
Gibbons said he changed his
mind after a careful reviewoflaws
in other states, concluding concealed guns helped deter crime
without any increase in citizen

advisory. "It is still impossible to
stale with any confidence
whether a specific area along the
U.S. coast will be impacted bv
Isabel."
Wind speeds may fluctuate
over the next five days, but warm
ocean temperatures and other
conditions allowed the storm to
consistently intensify, forecasters
said.
The last hurricane to develop
into a Category 5 in the Atlantic
was Mitch in 1998, which moved
into the Caribbean Sea and killed
11,000 people and left thousands
more missing in Nicaragua.
I (onduras and Guatemala.
The last Category 5 hurricanes
to strike the U.S. coast were
Andrew In 1992 and Camille in
1969.
"If anyone remembers those
Storms, there was extreme catastrophic damage very near the
center of where they made land-
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shootouts.
Even with Gibbons' support,
however, the Senate override
would have fallen one vote short
if Dolan had not been able to
obtain leave from his military
duty.
"I didn't bend one rule in this

case," Dolan said. "One colonel,
my boss, and her boss had to
approve a simple Department of
the Army form."

On the Net
National Hurricane Center:
httJKllWWUXnhc mxui.gov

"What they are trying to do is the right
thing, but the end result is the victim
doesn't come forward."
SCOTT BERKOWITZ, PRESIDENT & FOUNDER OF RAPE. INCEST & ABUSE
NATIONAL NETWORK

Cadets no longer
given confidentiality
By Robert Welle!
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Concealed weapons allowed: California representative, Larry Crawford, left, reacts happily as House
members vote 120-35 to over-ride Governor Bob Holden's veto of the concealed weapons bill. Crawford
handled the bill which now goeas to the Senate. Representative Charles Schlottach is at right.

fall," hurricane forecaster Richard
Knabb said.
At 5 p.m.. Isabel was about 500
miles east-northeast of the northern Leeward Islands and was
moving west at 9 mph.
forecasters predicted the storm
would continue to head west.
At least three cniise ships have
changed their routes to avoid
Isabel's path.
Forecasters said the storm
could spawn large ocean swells
creating hazardous surf conditions In the Ufward Islands, the
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico
over the next few days. Hut
Isabel's center will pass well to the
north of those islands, so effects
should be minor. Nelson said.
The Atlantic hurricane season
began lune I and ends Nov. 30.

AIR FORCE ACADEMY.
Colo.—A top Air Force Academy
commander said yesterday that
cadets who report sexual
assaults will no longer be given
confidentiality, so that their
claims can be more easily investigated.
Col. Debra Gray, the new \ Ice
commandant in charge of handling assault cases, said the
change was necessary because
the Air Force cannot risk having
criminals in the ranks.
"We are different than a regular company," she said in an
Interview with The Associated
Press, noting that officers make
life-and-death decisions.
Confidentiality has emerged
as a key issue since the academy
was plunged into a sexual
assault scandal earlier this year.
Air Force officials have said
they didn't know how bad the
problem was in part because
reported assaults were kept
under wraps. But victims' advocates and civilian investigators
appointed by Congress say
denying confidentiality will discourage victims from coming

Came Watch the Team That Shacked
the College Football World Lamt Weekl

forward.
Scott Bcrkowitz, president
and founder of the Rape, Incest
& Abuse National Network,
praised the efforts of academy
commanders hut criticized the
decision to deny confidentiality.
"What they tire trying do is the
right thing, but the end result is
the victim doesn't come forward," he said. "Not only does
the rapist slav' in the system but
the victim doesn't get the help
she needs."
Some victims in the 142
assault cases reported at the
school since 1993 say they were
punished for rules violations
that turned up during investigations of their cases.
A new policy that would give
victims amnesty for niles infractions is expected to be completed soon.
Gray said a three-member
team will meet with each
accuser a victim's advocate, a
judge advocate general's representative, and a member of the
Air Force security service. Gray
will be informed but not participate in the meetings.
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calendar of events

Friday
10 p.m.
Goiterjelly with
Crazy Eddie
Nat S Watty's
10 p.m.
Treysuno
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Diamond D Lee
Brewsler's

11 p.m.
UA0 Presents: The Italian Job
206 Union

Saturday
10 p.m.
Metaphysical Jones
NatS Wally's
10 p.m.
Red Wanting Blue
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Brian Boscian - Acoustic Set
Brewster's

Sunday
10 p.m.
Shuttlecock with
Common Cold.
Your Black Star,
Between the Devil and the Deep
Howard's Club H
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents: The Italian Job
206 Union

Monday
10 p.m.
DJs Zach and Kehoe
Nat & Wally's
10 p.m.
Carbon Leaf
Howard's Club H

Tuesday
Karaoke Night
Nat & Wally's

10 p.m.
7-1 Entertainment DJ Party
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Karaoke Night with Mikey D
(subject to change)
Brewster's
Comedy/Open-Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe'
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents: 2 Fast 2 Furious
206 Union

Wednesday
10 p.m.
DJ Mandrel
NatS Wally's

Cult classics have no age limit

10 p.m.
Starrunner
Howard's Club H

By Sean Corp
PUISE •lllll

Thursday
10 p.m.
Front Row with
Meltdown Shwag
Howard's Club H

,

Calendar of Events is compiled
by Sean Corp. Contact him at
scorp@bgnet. bgsu.edu.

A cult classic is sometimes hard to define.
Some movies are cult classics because they are only
for a niche audience like
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" or "Attack of the 50
FootWfoman."
"Swingers" is a different
sort of cult movie. His
accessible and mainstream but was only
shown in art houses upon
its release. The low-bud-

get comedy really found
its home on video and
cult status soon followed.
Its fame is much deserved
because it is one of the
funniest movies I have
ever seen.
The movie opens with
two male friends talking in
a coffee shop, and as is
often the case, the conversation involves a woman.
Mikey (Ion Favreau) has
broken up with his longtime girlfriend and his
four best friends try and

cheer him up from his
rut. In fact, there are a lot
of conversations in this
movie. The movie is full of
conversations we have all
had in our lives that seem
trivial and yet, seem vital
to our existence.
The movie gained notoriety for introducing the
world to a new hipster
language that included
phrases like "beautiful
babies" (women) and
"money" (awesome)
being the launching pad

of the perpetually cool
actor Vince Vaughn,
sparking the swing music
revival in the late 90s.
There have been many
movies about friends and
conquering the opposite
sex. but few are as authentically funny as this film.
Favreau wrote the script,
and his dialogue truly
shines. There are plenty
of witty moments and
insight into the psychology of most men in their
20s. He walks a very fine
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line between realism and
nilii iill iiISIicss lliii in the
end, you feel like you have
been watching your five
friends that you have
hung out with your whole
life.
Vince Vaughn plays
Mikeys best friend Trent,
and it is truly one of the
greatest best friend roles
in the history of movies.
Vaughn's friend is the guy
we all wished we could be
after high school and he
shines throughout

the movie. He shoots off
dialogue that would seem
ridiculous if it were coming out of anyone else's
mouth, but when he talks
you listen to him and you
believe everything he says.
I once read something
about how to spot a good
movie. A good movie contains two really good
scenes and one bad scene,
a great movie contains
three really good scenes
and no bad scenes. If this
SWINGERS, PAGE 9
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Artists have
positive outlook
POETS. FROM PAGE 8

challenging, the contestants
must first win over challenging,
the contestants must first win
over the crowd. You do that, you
advance.
Thomas cites many reasons
why CMM focuses mainly on
poetry. "Poetry is a huge movement in America." Thomas said.
"All of a sudden it seems cool. A
lot of poems are political, confrontational, and powerful. That's
why it's like a weapon, and the
words are the fire power, since
this is a peace movement."
The movement has been gaining steam throughout the
University since its conception.
Nelson has said that membership has ranged (unofficially)
from 100 to 150.
Most surprisingly, CMM's
range is not just limited to the
Bowling Green campus. Thanks
to word of mouth poets throughout the state, from Cincinnati to
Cleveland and Toledo, back
down to Columbus has taken
part in the creativity. The reason,
according to Nelson, is fairly simple.
"There are more people who
write than people who sing," he

SWINGERS. FROM PAGE 8

three really good scenes and
no bad scenes. If this theory
applies Swingers is a great movie
filled with hilariously memorable
scenes. The movie is also rilled
with quotable one-liners that are
comparable to those found in
classics like "The Big Lebowski"
and "Blazing Saddles."
"Swingers" doesn't get the
recognition or acclaim as these
movies but the movie is money.
Bet you didn't know:
-In one scene in the movie the
characters sit around and talk
about how everyone rips off
everyone else in Hollywood. The
movie later steals two very
famous scenes. They mimic the
slow motion walking scene from
"Reservoir Dogs" and a long shot
through a kitchen from
"Goodfellas."
-The movie was so low budget
that they didn't bother getting

BG
Billboard

permits and simply walked into
bars and a casino to film their
scenes.
-The apartment that is used as
Mikeys apartment in the film
was Ion Favreau's actual apartment.
-In a small piece of the film
they play the "laws" theme. To
get permission to use the music,
they had to show the film to
Steven Spielberg and he liked the
movie so much he let them use
the music and decided to cast
Vince Vaughn in "The Lost World:
Jurassic Park 2."
-After the scene that is mimicking the scene from "Reservoir
Dogs," they all get into their cars.
They get into a brown, blue,
pink, orange, and white car - all
those colors correspond to the
names of characters in
"Reservoir Dogs."
-Mike's car has the license
plate THX-1138. This is the title
of a George Lucas film.
source: www.imdb.com

MARYJ.BUGE
LOVE & LIFE
A
Geffen Records

Finders Top Ten Albums
1. Hie Neptunes
The Neptunes Presents.Clones
2. Warren Zevon
The Wind
3. Radiohead
Hail To The Thief
4. Chingy
Jackpot
5. Linkin Park
Meteora
6. White Stripes
Elephant
7. Coldplay
A Rush Of Blood To The Head
8. Dashboard Confessional
A Mark A Mission...
9. Neil Young
Greendale
10. Eva Cassidy
American Tune

Finders Top 5 DVD's
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Head Of State
Cradle 2 The Grave
Animal House
House Of 1000 Corpses
Final Destination 2

WFAL "Five on the Rise"
1. Rapture "Echoes"
2. Andrew W.K. "The Wolf"
3. From Autumn to Ashes "The
Fiction We Live"
4. Enon "Hocus Focus"
5. Weakerthans "Reconstruction
Site"

Cincinnati's Best

said.
The history of CMM started
out in the fall of 2001, Kamikaze's
bar under the direction of
founder Billy Ingram, who has
since departed. To members of
CMM it was a night of "soulful
expression," much like many of
the gatherings since, monthly
readings and bimonthly meetings known as "vibe sessions."
In describing the nature of the
meetings, Nelson proudly calls
them "laid back." The lights are
dimmed, candles are lit, there's a
spotlight on the stage (for the
reader). It's a very intimate setting"
Nelson, a senior digital art
major, said he believes CMM is
only just getting started. "I really
hope it grows. I want to see the
most diverse crowd with the
most diverse forms of expression," he said. Bridgette Thomas
is focusing more on the now of
CMM and what it means to her.
"It's definitely been positive,"
the IPC major said. "As a writer of
poetry, it's something I've been
really passionate about (being in
CMM). It's a different thing to do,
you know, instead of going to
parties or the bars."

'Swingers'has
famous following

The last time we heard
from Mary). Blige, she was
singing about "No More
Drama" and complaining
about all the "Rainy Dayz."
Well, Mary has come
back and is stronger than
ever on her new LP entitled,
Love & Life. Currently number two on Billboard's top
R&B charts, Love&Life,
sounds different from
2002's release of No More
Drama, which was produced mostly by Dr. Dre.
Love & Life has several
guest appearances including: Eve, 50 Cent, Jay-Z and
Method Man. The funky
hip-hop flavored "Love at
1st Sight," is her first single
off the album. Love & Life
brings back the old sounds
that Mary used to do back
in the early 90s. She and P.
Diddy wanted revive that
vibe that was in her first two
albums What's The 41 I?
and My Life.
In facl, Love & Life is a
contemporary version of
My Life. P. Diddy did a great
job giving Mary the beats
that crowned her "The
Queen of Hip-Hop Soul"
Love & Life has old school
beats, but each one is different and unique in its own
special way. On "Ooh,"
there is a funky and urban
sound which makes it pure
and soulful. "Feel Like
Making Love," gives us a
piano introduction giving a
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ALTERNATIVE ROCK WITH A TWIST: Members from left to right; Patrick "Trick" Martin,
Aaron Patrick, Dan Edmondson and Josh Edmondson of Oval Opus.
By Andrea Wllnelrn
PULSE ASSISTAM EDITOR

Oval Opus, an energetic rock
quartet from Cincinnati, Ohio,
is one band made up of four
talented individuals Formed in
1997, lead vocalist Aaron
Patrick and guitarist losh
Edmondson spent the summer
traveling the East Coast, writing
and performing music that was
soon to become their first
album, Wagon Wheel.
The fan response to their
debut was immediate. From
there, the band went on to
receive the titles "Cincinnati's
Best New Artist" and in 2000,
"Cincinnat1's Favorite Band"
and "Cincinnati's Best
Alternative Band."
By 2001, the band had
already opened for national
acts including Sister Hazel.
Fastball. Guster, Rusted Root,
OAR., The Pat McGee Band
and Vertical Horizon.
With their next album,
Oxygen, Oval Opus was playing
close to 200 shows a year. Their
first single, "What About
Tomorrow," received numerous
radio spins on over 100 college
and triple A radio stations.
In November of 2002, Oval
Opus released their muchanticipated third album, Retl
Sky Discovery.
Patrick and Edmondson,
along with band members Dan
Edmondson (brother of losh)
and Patrick "Trick" Martin,
have developed an unbreakable brotherhood that has
taken them to great lengths.
Whether it's performing in
small coffeehouses, national

hint of jazz and the sound
ofa classic R&B ballad.
Dr. Dre produced one
song titled, "Not Today"
which features rapper Eve.
This song is a club banger
and more contemporary
than all the others. It makes
you want to get up and
dance. With an upbeat
tempo the song delivers a
fierce message about her
problems with her lover.
All of her songs on this
album are filled with strong
lyrics, vocals and are full of
emotion. "Willing &
Waiting" has a smooth beat
and is disco-influenced.
The last track on this album
is called "Ultimate
Relationship i A.M. i," and is
filled with passionate vocals
and lyrics. This song is simple and uses just a guitar,
giving it a beautiful acoustic
sound. What a perfect way
to end Love & Life.
Love & Life is an album to
which almost anyone can
relate to. Her songs talk
about relationship problems, love and struggles in
life. Although Mary claims
that there is "no more
drama," some songs still
talk about many pains and
struggles. Mary). Blige
pleases her fans in everyway with this album
So, if you didnt really like
No More Drama, don't
worry because this album
takes her back to the level of
her old and classic album
My Life. Love & Life is a classic soul album, the best out
there so far. Personally, I
recommend picking up this
album instead of those
other R&B artists like
Monica's After The Storm
and Ashanti's Chapter 2.
- Gabriel Tirado

venues or at BG's own Finders
and Howard's, Oval Opus puts
on an electric performance that
rums the heads of critics, promoters and above all, fans.

Q&A
WITH GUITARIST
JOSH EDMONDSON
CF OVAL OPUS
Q: You performed at Finder's
and Howard's on September 11.
Do you think the significance of
the day will it affect your performance?
A: No, I don't think it will
affect our performance, but it
will he in the back of our
minds. 1 think if we do say
something about it, we'll keep it
short and sweet.
Q: Oval Opus is featured on
the soundtrack for "Winter
Break: The Movie," how did that
happen?
A: We don't even know for
sure. We're affiliated with Fresh
Tracks Music, which is a company that promotes bands.
Someone from the movie contacted them and then they contacted us. I actually just
watched the movie and really
enjoyed it. They play half of our
song, "Let Go," during a really
crucial scene in the movie,
which is cool.
Q: You are sometimes compared with OAR. Would you
agree with that?
A No, I wouldn't agree. They

are great guys and we really
enjoy their music, but we play
different styles of music. OAR.
is more reggae where we are
more rock. 1 think people make
the comparison because we are
both college indie rock, so I
would agree in that sense.
Q: I've read on the website
that the name Oval Opus is
symbolic for this never-ending
musical journey. Who came up
with the name and was that the
intention when naming the
band?
A; The meaning actually
came after the fact. Me and my
brother (drummer, Dan
Edmondson) were driving
down the highway trying to
think of a name and he suggested trying to think of shapes.
I le came up with Oval
Opus...and it was the first name
that no one downed.
Q: I've read that "Office
Space" is your favorite movie.
You can't possibly relate! Being
a rockstar has got to be the
greatest job in the world. Would
you agree?
A Well, I'm a musician so it's
not anything like the jobs they
have in "Office Space." Our job
is who we are, not what we
da..we enjoy every single day
Q: On your Website it lists
your personal influences as
Stevie Ray Vaughn and Kenny
U)ggins. Does the hand as a
whole have favorites dial influence your songwriting, or do
you take each individual's
favorites and combine them?
AI think so many great
bands take their influences,
they become like a funnel. The

key is, when it comes out of the
other end, to have it be unique.
Our band is heavily influenced
by Train for their vintage rock
sound with a modem twist. We
also listen to live and Collective
Soul.
Q: Do you prefer playing
small coffeehouses or larger
venues?
A: It all depends. A large
venue gives you a rush, but
with a coffeehouse you get an
intimate setting. There's no set
preference for venue, it's
whether or not the audience is
giving off a great vibe and getting into it.
Q: What's your favorite hand
you've opened for?
A Sister I lazel was my personal favorite. We weren't really
well-known and were a late
addition to the bill. Sister I lazel
was doing a radio show earlier
that day and didn't mention
our band because they didn't
know who we were, later, they
came up to us and apologized.
That was just so cool. They
asked us if we had ever been on
a tour bus before and we said
no. so they invited us on their
lour bus.
Q: If you could open for any
band, who would it be?
A 1)2.
Q; I've read that you'd like to
tour overseas. Is anything
planned or in the works?
A Nothing's planned right
now, but we'd love to (our overseas in Germany and Ireland.
We almost did a lapanese tour,
but it fell through at the last
minute...we're keeping our fingers crossed.

Rolling Stones'top 100
leaves few behind
By Joe BugBee
PULSE KRilER

A strange thing happened
while reading the latest issue of
Rolling Stone.
The issue actually
covered.,.(gasp!)...music.
Yes, the icon of popular culture, the magazine who has
recently put the Olsen twins,
Ruben Studdard and what's-hisface Clay on the cover, has made
a worthy effort of covering what
it used to do best: Music.
By now, you probably heard
that Rolling Stone compiled a list
of the 100 greatest guitarists of all
time, and surprisingly, the whole
thing isn't too off (limi is number
one, duh). But, as with any
"greatest" list there were a handful of blunders, a few real head
scratchers and a couple of
doozies that are just plain stupefying Stupefying, that's right, stupefying.
The first mistake is AC/DC's
Angus Young at number 96. What
the hell? The 5 foot dynamo
might be the single greatest and
most raunchy guitar soloist of
the past 25 years. The sounds
coming out of his Gibson SG
have never been duplicated
because he can't be. 96??
Tony Iiiiiiiin of Black Sabbath
is dubbed the 86th greatest guitarist, which is astonishing considering Iommi paved the way in
the early part of the 70s with brutalizing power chords and even
more sinister solos. Ozzy may
have put Sabbath on the map
with his voice and haunting
lyrics, but lommi was the heart
and soul of the band. Those
creeps in Creed and every other
"nu" metal band out there owe
their livelihood to Iommi.
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•Eddie Van Halen at number
70. A genuine war crime. Eddie,
in 1978 was deemed the new
limmy Page, and although he
and his band haven't done anything worthwhile in over a
decade, he innovated the guitar
with his signature finger tapping
on the fretboard.
' Pete Townshend of the Who
at number 50. This is the one 1
was probably most surprised, no.
shocked at. Surely Townshend
deserves a place in the very least,
in the top 15, not the top 50.
While Pete is known for his guitar
smashing abilities, he should be
revered more as one of the first
true punk rockers. 1 lis chords
were brash and uncompromising, and he conceived Tommy
the rock opera for God's sake.
Those few geniuses were
placed entirely too low on the
list. Now brace yourself for the
ones that were placed just a tad
too high:
"lohn Frusciante of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers at 18. Granted,
Frusciante is a talented guitarist,
but don't you think he lost his
edge since, um, kicking the heroin habit? If his last imprint on
rock was his work on the brilliant
Blood Sugar Sex Magik album,
then he might be worthy, but
nowadays Frusciante is just
another decent guitarist in a
decent band.
•Kurt Cobain at 12. This is rock
n roll heresy. Cobain was a
songwriter, who happened to
play guitar, who happened to
have his sound heard at just the
right time. Cobain can be credited with bringing fuzz into the
mainstream, but the 12th greatest guitarist of all time? He
should be at 50, not Pete

Townshend! Sorry, I'm getting
into a tizzy.
•Kirk Hammet, of Metallica at
II. What's funny about
I lammet's mentioning in Rolling
Stone is that the mag mentions
only his work from the old. realty,
really, really good albums of
Metallica. like Master of Puppets,
..Aid lustice for All, etc. If
I lamniet continued to play like
he did during Metallica's glory
days, maybe, just maybe he
would deserve to be at 11 or a little higher.
"limmy Page at number 9. This
one doesn't hurt that bad. but
considering what Page and his
little hand did in the studio for 12
years, making them the single
greatest group of all time, number 9 just seems a little, little too
low. Rolling Stone loses big
points when they believe that
Page's "essential recording" to be
"Stairway to I leaven." Boo.
It's important to mention that
while there were some outrageously glaring missteps in this
list, there were also some good
things. Besides rightly having
lames Marshall Hendrixat number one, Rolling Stone also gave
deserving props to Duane
All man (number two), Eric
Clapton (number four), Robert
loin ison (number 5) and Stevie
Ray Vaughn (number 7). The list
also steered away from naming
just the well-known in the list: Ry
Cooder is number eight (who?
my bad, Ry), Mike Bloomfield at
22, and Robert Fripp at 42, to
name just a few.
The list of the greatest guitarists has flaws, but it accomplished what most lists set out to
do: spur debate for those out
there who care. Namely me.
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

brought to you by
HOTEL NIGHT AUDITOR
Now hiring for a lull-lime or part-time
Night Auditor/ Guest Service Agenl
Irom 11 p.m.-7 a.m. al the Days Inn
Bowling Green Will train the proven
night owl Apply at 1550 E Wooster
St. Bowling Green. OH or fax
resume to (419) 354-8030
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Basic WICCA class
Starts Oct 4.
www geocities com/spottedredhead
GUITAR & BASS LESSONS
in your home beginner to advanced.
S10/t/2hr 419-354-3297
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Travel
Costa Rica Tropical Biology
Eco-tour/ course Winter Break Dec
28-Jan. 12. Earn 4 Biology sem hrs
Contact Or Demars (4401 953-7147
email bdemarsi' lakelandcc edu.
Reality Spring Break 2004
As seen in
The Real Cancun' Movie!
Lowest Prices, Free Meals &
Parlies Book belore Oct 15th1
2 Free Tups For Groups'
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Sprig Break 2004 w/ STS. America s #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Group discounts'
800-648-4849 or www ststravel.com
Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip
8irl|ne tickets to over 15 International daallnatlong-includina Aruba, Dominican Republic. Costa Rica. Caribbean hot spots and more.

Need a Iresh start reguardless ol
credit status9 Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One
toll Iree 866-475-8024.
Pregnant? Know all the facts.
Conlidential. tree testing & support
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Cavalier male 40 seeks lemale compassionship 2andy^toast.net. 419335-6665 419-335-3555 Surprise
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALLSEPT. 17.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN'S S CO-REC FLAG
FOOTBALL- SEPT 16
INTRAMURAL OFFICALS NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY
SEPT 22 FORMS AVAILABLE
FROM 130 PFH OR CHECK WEB
SITE MANDATORY CLINICS ON
SEPT 23 24. AND 25
Learn a skill for tile Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonslables.com

offer - call now Commission rep positions also available 1 -800-7873787 www sludentexpress com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now'
www Sunchase com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today1

Wanted
Roommate needed immed male or
female nice 1/2 of house located in
Quiet neighborhood in BG. Close to
downtown call 419-494-9612
Roommates needed'!
S300/mo plus split utilities
Call Kim at 373-6044
Subleasers needed immed 2 kj
bdrm. house Pets allowed. 222
S. College. 1st. floor 419-494-3793

Preschool teaching assistant wanted
for home-based program
Mon.,
Wed. & Fn. mornings through May.
Great exp for early childhood & Elementary Ed majors 419-354-6481
Sales Clerk
Needed to assist mgmt. in the
operations of adult retail outlet & lingerie boutique. Musi be 18 or older.
All shifts full & part-lime Call (419)
288-2131 b/t 10-5pm only lor into.
Seeking web programmer to do intermediate to advanced dynamic
web programming Applicant should
be familiar with dynamic web page
programming for Windows based
servers Requirements include: extensive knowledge of html, ability to
write code in ASP. PERL. Java, or
any other language that may complete the protect. Position will be on
a project to proiect basis Chosen
candidate will work closely with a
tech. coordinator and Director ol the
Northwest Library district. Pay rale
determined by knowledge & experience. Contact Allan Gray at
agray@wcnet org
"TIRED OF MINIMUM WAGE???
• Make your own schedule
5-40 hours per week
• S11i!£Base-appl
• Cust. Service/Sales
• Great lor All Students S Others
• All ages 18». Cond Apply
• Scholarships/Internships avail
• Call Now'419-861-6133
worklorsludenls.com np

Now Hiring
Part-time StockBroker's Assistant
Applicant should be interested in a
career in the financial industry.
Good opportunity to experience how
a successful financial advisory lirm
is run & experience in what it takes
to become successful in tlnancial
advisory industry.
Skills needed Gooc communication
skills, self-motivated, time management.
Duties include: Marketing, contacting clients & prospects via telephone
& mail. Ideal lor Ireshmen 8 sophmores (looking for 1 -2 yrs relationship)
Hours Afternoons/evenings
(15-20 hrs/wk ) Wages: flexible
Phone 419-861-9838
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Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 541
Chess Instructor
Montesson School ol BG needs a
chess instructor for its chess club (612 age olds) 1 day/ wk. (3 15-4.30)
SiO/hr. w/ bonus at end of semester
372-8330or |miner@bgnel bgsu edu

Management Inc.

A FEW APARTMENTS
LEFT
CaH 353-5800

IXTCA
\1.Hi;iKrinriii In.

Lawncare Workers Needed
Many Positions Availaole
Lmmediate Openings
Part-time/ Full-time
start al S8.50/ Hr'"
Work outdoors without a boss
standing over you!!!
If you have class in the evening at
least two days a week and are Iree
those days, we need you!!!
Call NEAL at 419-874-5004 for more
info and set up an interview!!!!!
TiuGreen ChemLawn

716 K. Wooster. I bdrm #2,
4l(i/inii + Elec., Aross from
Campus

OPEN NO"
M.Hi.imniciK ini

HilKctale Apt.. 1082 Fairview
2 Bilnti ApK. one ! Bilnir lunh.
Dishwasher ■ Garbage Disposal,
I 1/2 Baths-Washer/Dryer Hookup. BGSU [in- stop.
FEW OPEN NOW

EfICA
M.iii4 «-mriit In.
K

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

Kurgreen Apt. 215 E. Pot
One I Bdrm open
2Bdrm#6n&#ll6PV

Laundr) on site. BtiSl' bus stop

OPEN NOW

1
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FREE HEAT

Stop bj our Office al

= VARSITY
= SQUARE

1045 N. Main St
or cheek website
wv.w.mcccahe.cum
lor complete listings
for ne\t year.

APARTMENTS

419-353-7715 t=j*

S500' Cars/trucks from S500. Police
impounds. Hondas. Chevys etc For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558.

"

ACROSS
1
6
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
25
26
31
34
35
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
46
48
50
51
54
59
60
62
63
64
65
66

Have on
Heartthrobs
Drag behind
Give the go-ahead
Impressionist Claude
Shoshone
Hackneyed writing
Zip
Program after Gemini
City on the Shannon
Love-handles makeup
Put on again
Cruising a beat
Rushlike plants
Bread
Clocked
Mr Ziegfeld
Snorkel's pooch
Misrepresent
Bread unil
Bosh'
Word before candle or
numeral

1
Mauna _ volcano
Kindle anew
Waylays
Cacophony
Give quarter
Looks like
Scofl (al)
Ms Fitzgerald
Mesmerized
Iridescent stone
Cager Bryant
Made known
Change for a five
Former draft org.
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISRN€LLO'S
'203 N. Main ™™W«W
en Weekdays 4P.M.

See our coupon menu
in Hie telephone directory or
352.5166 ask about our SPECIALS!

55.00 Minimum
Lunch Fri.-Sal.-Sun.

For Sale

SB

For Rent

2

For Rent
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS.

Garage sale. Fri. 10-5 Misses ladies suits, clothes sizes 4-12, mens
dress pants sizes 30-32. and misc.
1172 Water St. Woodville.
LOADED 3.06 Ghz P4 lor $1700.
Alienware Area 51 PC=3.06 Ghz
Pentium 4. t GB RDRAM. 120 GB
HD. DVDRW, CD-RW. ATI 9700
Pro Glx. Audigy2 6.1 Audio. Zip 250.
Floppy. Windows XP Pro Asking
$1700 0B0 If interested please
email ken@meancode com or call
419-308-4659

New bedroom sel Still boxed.
Only S575 Delivery available
419-509-8342

2 or 3 bdrm. apt. 1 block Irom
campus 419-352-5239.

MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm apts Rents from
S320/ mo. Call Charing Cross Apts
for your tour (419) 352-0590
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio 8 1 bdrm apts. Rents Irom
S320' mo. Call Charing Cross Apts.
for your tour (419) 352-0590

Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric
Starting at $390.00 per month

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE

(419)354-2260
Located at 319 E Wooster St.
across from Taco Bell.

WAITED

NEW PALM ZIRE S80
NEW IN BOX, BLUE. S20 OFF
RETAIL FOR INFO EMAIL
KENOMEANCODE COM
Nintendo Game Cube.
2 controllers. 2 memory cards &
10 games. S300 or best offer.
Call (419) 494-5900 for details.

For Sale

'"1 bdrm apt.. S450/mo. includ. util.
2 blks. from campus, quiet res area
- 2nd sem, 2 bdrm apts. avail
S450/mo Call 419-353-0325 9am9pm

Full size mattress set.
Brand new. S200
419-392-7465

Way from the heart
Tom of "Tomorrow"
Bakery ilems
Pottery ovens
'em. Fido!
Actress An i ston
Liked from the start
Bulldog of Connecticut
Cheap eatery
"The Santa Clause" extra
Sacking fibers
Postpone for now
Arctic explorer John
Dry runs

67 Huskies' pulls

For Rent

'99 Volkswagon Jella Wollsburg
Edition. 5-speed, Power everything.
AC. 6 CD changer, sunroof
95.000 miles. Hunter Green
Asking $7,000.
Call Kris S* 419-378-2003

40
42
43
45
47
49
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
61

39 Joy Adamson title

1995 Ford Aspire. 87.000 miles.
Automatic. 4 door Good condition
SI800 call 419-340-4984.

4 bedrooms, 2 baths
Fore closure only. S3000. For listings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584.
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1 Netherlands Antilles
island
Kerplunk cousin
Miscellany
Croissant, e.g.
High school grade
Minor devil
Voodooist's need
TV studio sign
Ponderer's phrase
Piloted
Pitch implement
Auricular
Champagne music
maker
18 Pride signal
22 Awesome!
24 Tribal symbol
26 Bad airs
27 Off
28 Spacklmg tool
29 Before now
30 Pale purple
32 Gladden
33 Lounge furniture
36 Less
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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For Sale
Help Wanted

■
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Part-lime gymnastic instruct, preschool & elementary, part-time. Ilexible. ideal lor student. Willing 10 pay
top dollar with level 9 or 10 experience Call 419-991-0600 ask for Richard or email gymslarsusa @
gymstarsusa.com

Services Offered

i

''

Movie Extras/ Models needed
No exp required.
Earn up to S500-1000/ day
1-888-820-0167 ext U112.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDFIRES.

4

1

*«> buy our T-Shirts

SlgNgjJ 354.6653
■•ram frmtina

Stuclfiit Discount

1 brdm apartment
Free heat, water & sewer
Call 354-9740
2 bdrm . I bath, util w/d 1st lloor
duplex, garage avail 8th St

S575/mo. Call 352-8872
2 bedroom furnished apt
Close to campus Includes utilities
Call (419) 353-5074 ask lor Tim

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!
EFFICIENCIES
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms

Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooater Street. ItmvlinK Ureen. OH
Located Across From l;>.« Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.iohnnewlowrealestate.com

419-354-4280
Mondays
•$1.00 Miller High Life Bottles

Tuesdays
•$1.00 Well Drinks

Wednesdays
•$2.50 Martinis
•$2.00 34 oz. Draft Refills - 6 flavors
with
GREAT LIVE MUSIC FROM
EXPIATE

Thursdays
•$1.50 Captain & Cokes
•$2.50 Jager Bombs

Fridays & Saturdays
•Half-Priced Appetizers til 8
•$2.50 Vodka Red Bulls
with
JEREMY CULPEPPER LIVE
every other Saturday

Sundays
•$2.00 34 oz. Draft Refills - 6 flavors

Happy Hours EVERYDAY 5-9pm
$1.50 Domestics $1.25 16 oz. Bottled Drafts

Ziggy's Covered Deck is Available
for Party Bookings...NO CHARGE!

